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TIMP
NEBULA LIBRARIES

Tim Petherick Modulation Pedal Pack

Installation: Please note that these libraries work with N3 and N4, not the N4 Player.

Download library folders from your account, unzip, then drag and drop the library files 

into their corresponding folders in the Nebula4 folder:

Windows: C:\nebula4temprepository

Mac OS: HD>Library>Audio>Presets>AcusticaAudio>Nebula4

Note: These libraries require you to make 

a change to the LTIMED parameter in N4. 

Change this to 30.0 ms in the Settings of 

the N4 plugin, MAST page (expert), see 

example on the right. Then press save and 

re-open N4.

For setups use the following tweak: 

Name:  LTIMED 

Value: 30000
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Class Chorus: Class chorus is based on a classic chorus from the 70s, a more subtle 

but classy chorus.

Controls:

Speed: Controls the rate of the lfo.

Center: Controls the position of the sweep through the lfo. 

Width: Controls the width of the lfo.

Intensity: Controls the intensity of the effect.

Mix: Controls the overall effect vs dry signal.

•••

Class Chorus Vibrato: Class chorus Vibrato creates a more extreme effect with less 

dry signal introduced thus creating a vibrato effect.

Controls: Please refer to Class chorus for controls as they are the same.

•••

Class Chorus Flanger: Class Chorus Flanger is the flanger setting within the pedal.

Controls: Please refer to Class Chorus for controls as they are the same. As a Mix 

control is not present in this preset I recommend adding one inside your daw with 50% 

dry.

•••
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Class Chorus Flanger Inverted: This version inverts the delayed signal for slightly 

different effect. As a Mix control is not present in this preset I recommend adding one 

inside your daw with 50% dry.

Controls: Please refer to Class Chorus for controls as they are the same.

Note: when collapsing the stereo effect down to mono, the effected signal will cancel 

i’ve also provided mono versions for mono compatibility.

•••

Moon Flanger: Moon Flanger is based on a classic Flanger used on countless re-

cordings.

Controls: 

Rate: Controls the rate of the lfo.

Range: Controls the depth of the lfo.

Color: Controls the regen/feedback.

Note: As a Mix control is not present in this preset I recommend adding one inside your 

daw with 50% dry.

•••

Moon Flanger Inverted: This version inverts the delayed signal for a slightly differ-

ent effect. A dry signal added to this will give some weight to the effect.

Controls: The controls are the same as the regular version. 

•••
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Neb-u-Rota: Neb-u-Rota is based on a Rotary Speaker effect pedal.

Controls: 

Speed: Controls the speed of the rota.

Mix: Controls the mix effect and dry signal balance.

Speaker: Turns the speaker effect on or off.

•••

No.1 Chorus: Is based upon the first iteration of a Japanese Chorus pedal.

Controls:

Rate: Controls the rate of the lfo.

Depth: Controls the width of the lfo.

Mix: Controls the mix effect and dry signal balance

•••

No.1 Vibrato: The vibrato setting is faster than the Chorus and doesn’t use a dry 

signal for its effect thus creating a vibrato sound.

Controls: Please refer to No.1 Chorus for controls as they are the same.

•••
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Yellow Chorus: Yellow Chorus is based on a vintage chorus from the late 70s, it’s 

a stereo chorus that relies on inverting one side of the delayed signal to produce its 

stereo effect.

Controls: 

Speed: Controls the rate of the lfo.

Center: Controls the position of the sweep through the lfo. 

Depth: Controls the width of the lfo.

Mix: Controls the overall effect vs dry signal.

Note: When collapsing the stereo effect down to mono the effected signal will cancel, 

i have also provided mono versions for mono compatibility.

•••

Yellow Super Vibrato: Super Vibrato was created from the Yellow chorus using the 

same delayed signal modulation but only including the effected signal.

Controls:

Speed: Controls the rate of the lfo.

Center: Controls the position of the sweep through the lfo. 

Depth: Controls the width of the lfo.

Mix: Controls the overall effect vs dry signal, this also creates a fast flanging effect 

when at around 50% of the dial (center).

•••
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Yellow Zero Flanging: Yellow Flanging was created from the Yellow chorus using 

the same delayed signal modulation, only reducing the overall delay. This gives us a 

flanging effect rather than chorusing. The flanger’s delay has the ability to align com-

pletely with the dry signal, giving a tape flanging effect.

Controls:

Speed: Controls the rate of the lfo.

Zero: Controls the position of the sweep through the lfo.

Width: Controls the width of the lfo. 

Flanger: Controls the loudness of one signal, giving different amounts of intensity.

•••

Yellow Zero Flanging Subtractive: Zero flanging is a subtractive flanging, as 

when the delayed signal aligns in time with the dry signal a cancellation occurs. On 

approach to this alignment we get a complex sound that sounds more extreme than the 

regular version. 

Controls:

Speed: Controls the rate of the lfo.

Zero: Controls the position of the sweep through the lfo. Turning the Zero knob left 

allows us to ‘avoid’, turning right to ‘include’ the alignment point. In subtractive mode 

this alignment is more obvious because of phase cancellation. Please refer to the visual 

technical representation section in the appendix.

Width: Controls the depth of the lfo.

Flanger: Controls the loudness of one signal, giving different amounts of intensity.

•••
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Appendix:
A visual, technical representation.

We can remedy this by making 
the depth (width) smaller and 
we can find a nice range using 
the center control.

By putting the depth (width) to 
zero we can now use the center 
(zero) control to be used as a 
manual effect. Now the center 
(zero) control can be used to 
find different set comb filters.

When the center (zero) control 
is off to one side and the depth 
(width) control is max, this acts 
like the lfo has been truncated, 
stopping the lfo effect at the top 
or the bottom edges of depth.

Max Width.


